Collar Management at Home
Summary Points to Remember
• A collar is used to treat an injury to your neck or cervical spine
• The collar should remain on as advised by your doctor
• Its recommended that your neck is washed and collar changed at least once a day

What is a collar?
A collar is a splint for your neck; it supports injured bones and
ligaments while they heal by reducing movement. Collars used at
RMH come in two pieces, which are held together by velcro straps.
You will be given one or two collars, a Philadelphia Collar (cream
coloured) and/or Aspen Collar (grey coloured).

When do I wear the collar?

Aspen

Philadelphia

The collar must be worn at all times while your injury heals,
including in the shower, until your doctor tell you that you no longer are required to wear it. The only
time it can be removed is when changing the collar before and after showering.

Driving
It is strongly advised that you do not drive while wearing a collar as it is extremely dangerous. The
collar combined with your neck injury will restrict your vision making driving unsafe. If you do drive
you may not be covered by any insurance policies.

Sleeping
You will need to sleep with your collar on. It is recommended that you sleep either on your back or
side with a small pillow to support your head and neck.

Walking & activities
While wearing the collar we recommend that you wear non-slip, flat shoes. You may have difficulty in
looking down when walking, so extra caution should be taken when there are stairs, ensure you hold
the handrail or on uneven surfaces. At home, to avoid slipping or tripping over, remove any mats or
rugs. Avoid strenuous activities that may include lifting and bending using your arms as this can
strain your neck.

Eating and drinking
You may find that eating and drinking can be difficult at first, as you will have difficulty looking down
at your plate or tilting your head back to drink. Try to hold your plate close to your mouth to avoid any
spills and use a straw to drink. Due to the fit of the collar under your chin, you may need to take
smaller mouthfuls of food.

Showering
You will be given two collars, an Aspen (Grey) is for wearing in the day and sleeping at night, the
Philadelphia ( Cream) can also be worn in the day and is for showering in.
Before having a shower, you should remove it (either Aspen or Philadelphia) and replace it with the
showering Philadelphia Collar. You can change the collar on your own; however, you may find it
helpful to have another person to assist you (see below). After a shower and whilst the collar is off, it
is recommended that
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• males shave to prevent irritation and redness to the skin
• clean and dry your neck thoroughly before re applying the collar
• collar liners/foam padding are changed with clean and dry replacements. The foam pads on
the Aspen Collar should be placed so the white side of the pads will be against your skin and
the grey side is facing outwards

Changing the collar at home with an assistant
Set up the equipment you will need including a towel for neck drying and clean collar (with liners
applied if wearing a Philadelphia in the day) within easy reach.

Philadelphia Collar

Aspen Collar

Keep your head very still whilst the assistant
removes the collar by undoing the velcro
straps (one side only is necessary)

Keep your head very still whilst the assistant removes
the collar by undoing the velcro straps (one side only
is necessary)

Apply the clean Philadelphia collar

Apply the clean Aspen Collar

The Philadelphia starts
with the back piece.
Your assistant should
stand behind you and
place the back piece of
the collar to the back of
your neck.
Make sure it is in the
middle of the neck
(centred)

Whilst the assistant
holds the back piece,
you can put the front
piece in place (make
sure it is in easy reach
before you begin the
change)

Secure the collar by
attaching the back piece
to the front to piece
using the velcro straps.
The front piece should
overlap the back piece

The Aspen starts with the front
piece.
Your assistant should stand in
front of you and place the front
piece of the collar directly under
your chin, pushing the sides of
the front piece up over your
shoulders around the neck. You
can now hold this while the back
is fitted
Make sure it’s in the middle of the
neck and chin (centred)

Your assistance should move to
stand behind you and place the
back piece of the collar to the
back of your neck.
Ensure that this is centred and
fits under your ears

Secure the collar by attaching the
front piece to the back piece
using the velcro straps
The back piece should overlap
the front piece
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Changing the collar at home without an assistant
Set up the equipment you will need including a towel for neck drying and clean collar within easy
reach and the clean dry collar.
Remove the wet collar and remain very still looking straight ahead, dry your neck

Philadelphia Collar

Prepare the
Philadelphia collar by
separating the two
sections and having
them in easy reach

Place the back piece
on your neck
ensuring it is in the
middle of the neck
(centred)

Keep holding the
back piece whilst you
pick up the front
piece.

Scoop the front piece
under your chin

Secure the collar by
fastening the velcro
straps

Ensure your chin is
cupped, front piece
over laps the back
piece and the velcro
is fully fastened

Aspen Collar

Prepare the Aspen by
attaching the back piece
to the front with velcro,
check that the words
aspen are the correct
way up

Place the front piece of
the collar directly under
your chin, pushing the
sides of the front piece
up over your shoulders
around the neck.

Hold this in place

Reach behind your head
and grasp the velcro
strap and pull to wrap the
collar around your neck

Secure the collar by
attaching the fastening
the velcro straps

Ensure your chin is
cupped, back piece over
laps the front piece and
the velcro is fully
fastened
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Checking the collar is fitted correctly
Philadelphia Collar
Check the following
1. collar is centred
2. chin is resting on the
chin support
3. sides of the collar are
sitting below your ears
4. the front piece overlaps
the back
5. the velcro straps are
secured evenly and
firmly.

Aspen Collar
Check the following
1. collar is centred
2. chin is resting on the
chin support
3. sides of the collar
are sitting below your
ears
4. the back piece
overlaps the front
piece
5. the velcro straps
are secured firmly and evenly

Cleaning collars
Wash the Philadelphia and Aspen collar with warm soapy water and dry with a soft cloth. Do not dry
the collar with a heater or hair dryer. The Aspen pads should be hand washed and air dried ready
for your next shower.

Wearing problems
The most common problem is skin breakdown, irritations and rashes.
Ensure that you check your chin, collarbone and breastbone daily for any signs of redness or
irritation.
Skin problems can happen if the collar is not fitted correctly or when sweat builds up in the foam of
the collar. This is why we recommend regular collar changes, skin hygiene and washing of the collar.
CAUTION: Talcum or substitute powders and creams should not be used on skin underneath a collar
as they can worsen irritations and breakdown

When to contact your doctor or Orthotist?
You should contact your local GP or hospital Orthotist if you think the collar is not fitting correctly or if
you have any breaking skin on your chin, collarbone, breastbone, or back of your head.
Links and references
The Royal Melbourne Hospital, (2017), Trauma Service, Trauma Guidelines; Cervical Spine.
Aspen cervical collar (2018) Aspen Medical Products. www.aspenmp.com/aspenr-cervical-collar

Contact
Trauma Clinical Nurse Consultant

Orthotics Department

0437 276 746

9342 7497
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